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In July, we met for a 4-day training in Leipzig, co-organised by
Wisamar. The aim of this intensive training was to improve our
skills as adult workers in e-government and contextual
education in order to bridge the digital divide and promote
digital inclusion.

Throughout the week we discussed adult digital literacy, the
role of e-government in daily life, non-formal adult education
and contextualised teaching methods. 

The training promoted our collaboration as educators and
provided a relaxed platform to share best practices. In addition
to the workshops, we visited an adult education center and
had the privilege of meeting Ms Anja Soisson, Head of the
Office of Public Services, in the City Hall, who gave us insights
into e-government in Germany.

A refreshing canal boat tour gave us a break and allowed us to
learn about Leipzig's history and industrial heritage.

In addition to improving our pedagogical skills, this training has
helped us to shape important aspects of the DigEqual project. 
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LTTA

Bringing E-government
and online services
closer to all European
citizens
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We are developing a quest-based web app for
senior citizens to choose scenarios, compare
"life with and without e-government" and make
everyday decisions in a playful way. The game
will enable adults to think about familiar
situations related to e-government and make
decisions, which increases engagement.

Project progress

As we work to develop the
game, our journey continues.
Keep your eyes open for
more updates as we develop
this exciting project. Stay
tuned!

Next steps
& social media 

PR 2's context-based course on e-government and digital
skills for low-skilled adults is almost finished. After
partner evaluation, we're refining it for the final version.
These resources and the course on the same topics for
adult educators will soon be on our website. Watch for
updates!

SEE YOU SOON
IN AVEIRO!    

PR2 DONE 

PR3 ONGOING  

Compare "life with and without e-
government"
Play everyday decisions
Engages adults with low confidence
in e-government
Simplifies understanding of e-
government
Encourages reflection on everyday
processes
Promotes confidence and
awareness in using e-government

GAME HIGHLIGHTS
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